peerguess

COLLABORATIVE CRYPTOCURRENCY TICKER

About Peerguess
Peerguess is a free, one-stop-shop cryptocurrency
price ticker application where the users will also guess
future prices to earn gems, learn about community
tendencies and have access to the sophisticated data
to improve your intuition. With collaboration at the
heart of the system, peerguess will provide “market
sentiment” data to both its users and business
partners.

Problem
Tracking the change of cryptocurrencies are timeconsuming, as well as digesting all the news and other
factors affecting them.
We also should always keep in mind that there are
slim to none regulations in place; meaning that any
cryptocurrency, big or small, can rise or fall with high
percentages. Therefore, applying the real-world
market analytics to cryptocurrencies doesn't fit it
most of the times, and ends up with failure.
To be successful on cryptocurrency journey, one
should know analytics, follow the news, follow social
media but moreover one needs to "feel" the market
sentiment and tendencies.

Solution
Peerguess designed as a community-based ecosystem where every peerguess users' "feeling" will
count. To achieve this goal, and to encourage this
behavior of opinion sharing, peerguess introduced
"gems" - and will soon introduce "stars" - into
something that every crypto lover is using on a daily
basis, a ticker app.
No matter what type of experience the peerguess
users have, every "guess" they make is being
aggregated and offered as Cumulative Guess
Analytics. This aggregated data will also be the core
part of our machine learning engine.

The Market
The estimation of people trading cryptocurrencies is
over 25 million as of the end of 2017. Total market
capitalization of the currencies is over $500B now,
and it keeps rising as more and more crypto
traders/enthusiasts come in.
We aim to be one the de facto tools of this fastgrowing market for every newcomer, as well as
experienced traders.

Platform Economy
Peerguess platform users can purchase any number
of gems from the In-App Purchases system of
AppStore, and soon Google Play.
Also, users will be able to convert Peerguess (GUESS)
Tokens into gems and vice versa over the web
interface. The platform will make sure that using
GUESS Token conversion, always stays below the
AppStore and Google Play rates. GUESS Tokens
holders will also be incentivized and rewarded. This
usage of tokens will generate demand and high
volume.

GUESS Token Information and Structure
GUESS is an ERC20 compliant Ethereum token with a
maximum supply of 200,000,000. Tokens distributed
to ICO participants and bounty hunters are 6,000,000
and 2,000,000 respectively.
GUESS tokens are available on four different
exchanges: Yobit, Stocks.Exchange, IDEX, Macro
Exchange. Currently rated $0.044 per token and Total
Marketcap is $8.8m.

Product and Roadmap
Peerguess v1 is available on AppStore. Android and
Web version will be ready within 2018 Q1.
Peerguess v2 development items are fixed, and all
new features will come within 2018 Q2, including but
not limited to data coming from more exchanges,
language support, advanced sorting and search,
achievement and attendance systems, news section
and hall of fame section.
Peerguess will also provide widgets to his smartphone
users to penetrate more of the screen view.

The Vision
From individuals to an ecosystem, the power of the
peerguess platform comes from creating a whole that
is larger than the sum of its parts.
While users play with Gems and make guesses, these
guesses will generate a community thought, and as an
output, you will be able to see what the community
thinks about Bitcoin's (or any other altcoin) value in
the next 24 hours.
We believe that, in short time, all cryptocurrency
ticker and portfolio applications will be replaced by
peerguess as it provides not just the common features
all cryptocurrency followers have been looking for,
but also a game to play even if you don’t currently
own any cryptocurrency.

